Automated Forex Trading
HOW TO MAKE CONSISTENT PROFITS

PHIBASE TECHNOLOGIES

Is this E-book for you?
You will find this E-book of great value if you are
currently trading Forex :
•
•
•
•

manually
using trade signal services
using Robots or EAs
social networks like ZuluTrader, SimpleTrader, etc.

If you are new to Forex trading, please take some
time to learn the basics so that you will better
understand the concepts discussed here.
Traders new to Forex will find the following link very
useful:
>> Introduction to the foreign exchange market
https://www.babypips.com/learn/forex/preschool
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Forex Trading Basics

❖ Retail Forex Trading : Success Rate
❖ Understanding Leverage
❖ Gambling vs Trading
❖ Manual Trading
❖ The “Holy Grail” System
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Retail Forex Trading : Facts
It may be true that only 5% of traders make ‘real’
money by trading Forex, but facts show that about
22% of retail traders are profitable.
Understanding the basics of Forex trading, increases
the success rate of the trader over the long term.
Profitable and Losing Clients Percentages
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Source : Finance Magnates Intelligence & Broker Disclosures
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Leverage : Friend or Foe?
Understanding the effects of leverage is one of the
fundamental concepts in risk management. This is
the first step towards being profitable in trading.
The leverage available for Forex trading starts from
20:1 and goes up to over 500:1 depending on the
broker, regulation and the trading instrument.
Higher leverage means you can trade with larger lot
sizes for same amount of capital.
The margin required for trading EURUSD is given
below for different leverages:
Trader

Capital

Leverage

Lot
tradeable

Margin
Used

Gain
per 100 pips

A

$10000

1:25

1.0

$4546

$1000 (10%)

B

$10000

1:50

2.0

$4546

$2000 (20%)

C

$10000

1:100

4.0

$4546

$4000 (40%)

D

$10000

1:200

8.0

$4546

$8000 (80%)

It is easy to see that with higher leverage traders can
make higher gains for the same price movement.
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Leverage (Cont.)
Most new traders get carried away by the gains
offered by higher leverage. Many traders have
fallen prey to this hidden risk – mostly because they
have not considered the downside risk.
The following table puts things in right perspective
when the loss seen for same price movement is
considered.
Trader

Capital

Leverage

Lot
tradeable

Margin
Used

Loss
per 100 pips

A

$10000

1:25

1.0

$4546

$1000 (10%)

B

$10000

1:50

2.0

$4546

$2000 (20%)

C

$10000

1:100

4.0

$4546

$4000 (40%)

D

$10000

1:200

8.0

$4546

$8000 (80%)

Trader “D” will have a margin call and lose most of
his account. While trader “C” would have lost almost
half of his account and will need to gain 200 pips to
just get back the amount lost.
When used wisely, Leverage is a friend. No trade is
guaranteed to win. Never attempt to over-leverage.
Always consider the downside risk and set risk
accordingly. And, never risk more than 5% on any
trade.
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Gambling vs Trading : The Fine Line

Simply put, when money is placed on a bet that
has a negative expected value, is called
gambling. At times, a gambler might get lucky and
make a fortune – but in most cases, this would be
an unexpected and non-frequent event. Placing
these bets many times will lead to long term losses.
Trading requires establishing a set of rules and
testing those rules over a large number of trades to
determine the expected value of the trading
strategy. Trading has a positive expected value.
Trading should be treated and executed like any
normal business transaction - Investing a certain
amount of capital with an acceptable risk for a
duration of time to derive a profit.
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Manual Trading
Manual trading is preferred by traders who want
control over their trades. Traders evaluate the price
trends, economic data and technical variables to
determine whether a trade should be made or not.
Typically a manual trader deals with a lot of
conflicting data. Different time frames of the same
currency pairs may provide conflicting trends.
News/data events are unpredictable and so are the
price reactions to them.
Apart from right tools and the right strategy, manual
trading success depends on the trader’s mindset.
Manual traders have to deal with greed, fear and a
whole spectrum of emotions when they have an
open trade in their account.
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Manual Trading (Contd.)
Manual trading is great for traders interested in:
• carrying out their own research
• technical analysis and charting
• learning about different trading strategies
Every successful manual trader would have invested
significant amount of time and money in
• learning from professional courses or
• learning on their own by trial and error
Other options to fast track profitable manual trading
are participating in trading rooms and subscribing to
highly reputed trading signal services with honest
track records.

Image : TRADEPROAcademy
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In Pursuit of the “Holy Grail”

The holy grail is a system that is supposed to
ensure effortless trading and remain profitable at
all times in all timeframes selected by the trader.
Such “holy grail” systems has fuelled dreams of
many retail traders as they hop between different
systems and styles.
New events happen, and things change – Change
is the only constant. Technical patterns, indicators
and any particular strategy can never be a
permanent solution for continued profits.
The sooner trader realizes that the search for a
“holy grail” is a fruitless and futile path, the sooner
he can be profit from trading.
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Automated Forex Trading

Every battle is won
before it’s ever fought.
― Sun Tzu

You can ensure profitability even before you begin
trading by understanding the following:
❖ Automated Trading : The Black Box
❖ Avoiding Martingales/Grids
❖ Scalpers : The Lure of Winning
❖ Golden Rule of Trading and Understanding
Risk/Reward
❖ Social Trading : Pros and Cons
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Automated Trading : The Black Box
In automated trading, a software is used to execute
trades on behalf of the trader. There is no trader
interaction, other than setting parameters.

Commonly referred to Trading Robots or Expert
Advisors, such software are nothing but a set of
rules which dictate conditions for execution,
modification and closure of trades. The strategy
contained may be built using very simple indicators
like moving averages or a much more complex
Neural Network system.
Scammers and fly-by-night operators have
marketed such Black Box systems terming them as
the “holy grail” to novice traders only to destroy
their accounts.
It is possible to auto trade profitably. However,
traders need to differentiate between good and bad
strategies. Understanding the basics is key to
making profits with automated trading.
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Martingale & Grids = Blown Accounts
Martingales are based on the premise that only one
trade is needed to turn your fortunes around.
Traders enjoy the winning, but often turning a blind
eye to the floating drawdowns. Margin call or a
blown account could happen today, tomorrow, 10
days from now, 100 days from now or even 300
days from now!

Martingale
involves
opening
multiple positions while doubling
the lot size and keeping them
open until all trades are closed for a
profit or the account gets blown. This
is the fastest way to lose the account.

While this system is not a pure
martingale, it uses position sizing.
The trade size was increased after
few losses, expecting next trade to
recover earlier losses. This is just
another way to lose the account.

Most strategy developers just remove the blown
account from public display, leaving traders high
and dry. While it should be acceptable that no
strategy can be successful for ever, developers
should learn from their experiences. It is of
paramount importance for developer to be
transparent and honest with traders so they can
trust their money while trading their system.
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Blown Accounts (Contd.)
There is no profit without capital. The first step to
protecting capital and avoiding blown accounts is to
digest the fact that any martingale or grid, however
safe, good or fool-proof will fail.
This is simply because it is gambling and not
trading. The martingale strategy places a gamble on
the direction of the movement of the price – This is a
coin toss with a binary outcome. Martingales system
is like a car without breaks. Forex market is not a
smooth highway to be driving a brakeless car!
The number of such strategies sold and accounts
blown are countless. Most vendors disappear only to
appear again with a new fool-proof betting system,
get traders onboard and crash again. Many traders
and developers refuse to accept the fact that
martingale was not designed for trading. The cycle
continues as the traders believe that the cause of
crash was a one-off case, which will never occur
again!
One of the most attractive selling point of a
martingale system is often the lure of smooth
upward equity curve and backtests of several years.
Backtests are no good when the strategy is being
designed using hind-sight. The smooth upward
curves lasts till the market decides to change
direction – and it eventually does.
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Scalpers : The lure of winning
Scalping is a trading strategy that tries to catch
small profits in the market. The market fluctuations
seem to be random and it sure appears that making
smaller gains is easier than finding larger gains.
While this is true, there is just one problem Negative Risk:Reward.
Price moves are truly random and randomness
cannot be consistently “predicted”. This makes
developing a system with profit target of one pip
impossible when the stoploss is also at one pip. To
increase success rate, a higher stoploss level is
used. The higher the stoploss level, the greater the
success rate. Most scalpers have stoploss levels
anywhere between 4x to 10x. Scalpers without
stoploss will blow the account and is not
considered to be a trading strategy.
The high Risk:Reward ratio makes the
strategy vulnerable to losing trades.
Few loses are enough to wipe out
most part of the account. Recovering
from loses can be slow and the next
stoploss hit hangs like a sword over
the head at all times. Scalpers
sometimes even resort to martingale
methods after stoploss hit(s) based on
the assumption that stoploss hits are
rare – This is just gambling.
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Scalpers (Contd.)
The lure of winning 80% of the trades and closing
trades quickly for small gains is attractive for many
traders. Consider the following scalping systems:

Scalper A : 70% win rate
Average gains 4 pips using Stoploss -40 pips

Scalper B : 82% win rate
Average gains 13 pips using Stoploss -100 pips

Traders who began trading with Scalper A in Jan’17
would have been successful for about ten months.
Such winning phases will be seen on most
strategies. Vendors take advantage of such winning
streaks and sell them as automated robots to
unsuspecting traders.
Few months or even a year of live trading and curve
fitted backtest results make such systems seem
very attractive for trading. Scalpers simply cannot
work for long since they are based on randomness
of price movements. The faulted assumption is that
the rules governing randomness are not random.
Traders get lucky on a winning streak and ride it
until it crashes. After a few losses, the vendor
comes up with a better scalper and hope to catch a
new winning streak once again to onboard traders.
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Golden Rule of Trading : Risk/Reward
Traders should have a clear purpose for trading.
Most want win against the markets, but the real goal
should to be to make profits. You can win just 50%
of the time, but still take money home by gaining
more than you lose. Consider the systems in the
below table :
STRATEGY A

STRATEGY B

STRATEGY C

Win Rate

92%

60%

50%

Profit

5 pips

25 pips

100 pips

Stop Loss

50 pips

25 pips

50 pips

1000

200

50

+600 pips

+1000 pips

+1250

Trades/year
Gain

With a negative R/R of 1:10 Strategy A will need to
have a win rate of over 92% to be successful, which
is nearly impossible. Systems with R/R better than
1:1 will have a positive expectancy and lower trading
costs (spreads and commissions).
Cut losers short, let winners run. Strategies that
implement this basic rule are most successful in the
long run. Every trading strategy is governed by the
golden rule. Almost every commercial automated
trading strategy flouts this basic rule to make trading
seem easy and effortless.
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Social Trading : Pros and Cons

Social trading allows traders to observe the trading
behaviour of expert traders and copy their trades.
Social trading networks have their own methods to
examine, test and validate the trading results of
strategies they upload to their platform.
The main drawback is that the robustness of the
strategies cannot be verified since good results
may be seen only under certain market conditions.
Also the historical performance metrics of the
strategy is only based on relatively shorter
durations like one or two years which makes setting
trade expectations and risk levels difficult. It is also
impossible to predict good traders solely based on
recent past performance.
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Evaluating an
Automated Trading Strategy

Most traders begin trading based on the recent
past performance having been attracted by the
winning equity curves. This is one of the biggest
auto trading mistakes done by traders.
You can evaluate a trading strategy better by
understanding the following concepts:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Backtest Results
Backtest vs Live Results
Basic Performance Metrics
Drawdowns
Diversification and Correlation
Trade Cloning
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Evaluate : Backtest Results
While live trading on real money account is one of
the most reliable form of strategy analysis, backtest
results are equally important. It is quite easy for a
strategy to be successful in real trading for three
months, six months or maybe even one or two
years. This leads to setting trade sizes at risk levels
which will be harmful to the account when an
unexpected drawdown occurs. But there is no
guarantee or information about the actual drawdown
the strategy could potentially see in future trading –
drawdowns which may just be a normal part of the
strategy.
Backtest should ideally be conducted on high quality
tick data with spreads similar to real trading
conditions.
However, it must be noted that strategy developers
can manipulate backtests by tweaking the strategy
to avoid some serious losses and drawdown
periods. Even conducting the backtests on your own
system will not be able to detect a dishonest,
manipulated or curve fitted strategy.
Backtests serve a good purpose and it should be
used as a reference to set risk levels and know what
kind of drawdowns should be treated as normal part
of the trading strategy.
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Evaluate : Backtests vs Live Results
There is only one way to verify if the backtest results
of a particular strategy is valid - Comparing the live
trading results with the backtest result of the same
period.
For example, let us assume that a strategy has
backtest results for the period between 2010 to
2017 and live trading results from 2018. In this case,
the strategy should be backtested for the period of
2018 on the same data source used for conducting
the longer period tests. The result obtained from
backtest should be compared with live trading.
If the results are similar, the longer backtest can be
considered valid for further evaluation of strategy.
If the live trading and backtest results are different,
whatever the reason may be, the strategy was most
likely curve-fitted or manipulated to produce
attractive results during the backtested period.
Any strategy can be profitable over shorter
timeframes and are bound to fail when price action
changes. Therefore it is recommended to consider
only strategies that have backtest results of at least
3 years or more. Honest and verifiable backtests
ensure the ability of the strategy to survive through
price action cycles seen previously.
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Evaluate : Basic Performance Metrics
Knowing about the basic performance metrics is a
crucial step in evaluating any trading strategy.
Since automated strategy is a black box developed
by someone else, traders using it need to evaluate
its potential performance based on its past results.
This is similar to buying a car – you need to know
its basics like top speed, acceleration, fuel
consumption, carrying capacity, etc. You do not
need to be an auto engineer to drive, but knowing
the basics will help you understand if the car will
serve your purpose and meet your expectations.
First verify that the long term backtest results are
valid and satisfactory. Always select backtests
made using fixed lot size to avoid effect of
compounding. Use pips for analysis as it is more
accurate than currency values which vary from time
to time.
Make notes of the following data:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Number of trades per month
Average Gain and Average Loss (in pips)
Risk:Reward and Success Rate
Max Gain and Max Loss (in pips)
Maximum drawdown (in pips)

Set your gain and loss expectations of trading the
strategy based on the above metrics.
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Evaluate : Understanding Drawdowns

Drawdowns are part of any business and an
integral part of trading. It is also the most
overlooked and misunderstood concepts. Most
traders find it difficult to understand and accept
that such losses cannot be avoided.

In order to profitably trade a strategy, it is
important to know before hand the drawdown
involved.
When choosing any automated strategy, analyse
the maximum drawdowns seen in past three to
ten years. Always set your trading risk based on
the assumption that maximum drawdown level
may happen at any time and be mentally prepared
to ride out such losing periods. Stopping a good
strategy during its normal drawdown period is one
of the most common mistakes made by traders.
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Evaluate : Case Study

In this case study, the strategy has the following long-term trading metrics :
Win rate : 60%, Risk : Reward = 1:1
Average Gains = 30 pips, Average Loss = 30 pips
Max Drawdown = 600 pips
Let us assume that three traders begin trading the above strategy at different
dates. The results each trader sees on their accounts is summarized below:

Trader A : Starts with a winning streak, rides over the losing period and goes
on to make further gains over next few months.
Trader B : Started trading based on recent gains but starts off on a losing
streak. Seeing the losing performance on his account, the trader stops the
strategy during its drawdown which was about 300 pips.
Trader C : Starts trading on a winning streak with performance slightly above
long-term averages and should know that losing phases are normal and are
not predictable.
In this case study, Trader B is unprofitable since the strategy’s drawdown was
not taken into account. It is understandable that traders want to be on a
winning spree and avoid any losing streaks. Experienced traders know that
this is futile and will lead to larger loses in the long run.
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Diversification and Correlation

There is no “Holy Grail” strategy which can
guarantee profits every day, week or month.
Traders can achieve reasonable gains consistently
by building a portfolio of well diversified strategies
trading uncorrelated instruments.

Diversification manages risk by using several
strategies and instruments within a portfolio. A
portfolio consisting of different kinds of strategies
and instruments will yield higher returns and lower
risk of drawdown than any individual strategy in the
long run.
Trading currency pairs with different correlation
levels can reduce the overall risk of a portfolio. For
example, the most common way to diversify in a
forex portfolio is to include pairs that trade different
base currencies and pairs representing different
asset classes like commodities or metals.
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INDEX MT4 EA
Do you want to make consistent gains in Forex
trading?
Trading a safe, consistent strategy is essential for
reaping the benefits of compounding gains to grow
your investment.
IndEX MT4 EA is one of most profitable professional
trading strategies available. IndEX EA is the first
commercially available fully automated MT4 EA
based on trading multiple forex indices. The EA is
fully self contained and back testable. The strategy
trades pairs when one of the index component
strengthens and the other weakens.
INDEX trades are based on the relative strengths of
the currencies : EURO, GBP, USD, CHF and YEN.
The principle of the strategy is to trade the falling
currency against a gaining currency. The EA is
designed with a positive Risk:Reward of close to 1:2
and aims to gain between 250 pips to 400 pips per
month. With INDEX EA you can make consistent
gains of between 50% to 60% per year at minimal
risk to your capital.
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Get Started Now!
http://index.phibase.com
Email : info@phibase.com
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Rajan, the lead strategy developer at Phibase Technologies has been
the brain behind all the successful strategies developed by Phibase. He
is a software programmer by profession who gravitated to algorithmic
trading research and strategy development was just a natural
progression. He has over 16 years of experience in trading stocks, F&O
and Forex. He believes that “An informed trader is a good trader” and
highly committed to empowering retail Forex traders to succeed in the
business of trading.
This E-Book is a publication of Phibase Technologies.
At Phibase, we value honesty at every level and work towards making automated trading
successful for traders. PhiBase aims to create a knowledge base to empower traders and
to help them understand automated trading systems better. For more information about
Phibase visit at https://phibase.com
INDEX MT4 EA is a product of Phibase (http://index.phibase.com)
Copyright © 2019 Phibase Technologies. All rights reserved.

